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DINGLES FAIRGROUND HERITAGE CENTRE, MILFORD, LIFTON, DEVON, PL16 0AT 

 

SALE REPORT 
 

The 25th Sale at Richard Sandercock’s Milford Fairground Heritage Centre took place on Saturday 21st October. 
It was remarkable how cheerful everybody remained in the face pf appalling weather. The Car parking team did 
amazing work in safely parking the vehicles of the 1000 or so people who attended. It was fortunate most of 
the lots were under cover but nobody stayed in the dry when the big lots were to be sold! 
Star attraction of the day was Richards Burrell Steam Road Locomotive “Conqueror” realising £340,000 to Paul 
Davis of Astle Bank just south of Birmingham. Paul also purchased the trailer and threshing machine both of 
which worked with Conqueror from new. 
The Garrett portable engine (providing stationary power, not self-moving) realised £14,000 to the owners of 
Bridport Foundry who will no doubt undertake the boiler work necessary before the engine can be steamed 
again. 
The early Leyland Lorry went to Devon for £14,000 and the Burrell Showman’s engine Wait and See failed to 
make it on the day but a sale has subsequently been agreed. The Marshall S Type conversion sold for a creditable 
£50,000 to Tim Chichester of Colyton, Devon. Dingles plates have been sold at this location over a number of 
years but it was particularly noticeable values this year were much improved. 
The fairground heritage goes from strength to strength with a recent planning approval to greatly extend the 
main building. This provides Richard with his next project and excavation will start early in the new year. 
The annual meeting of friends for the sale at Milford is at an end with the yard and building let to new tenants 
but it is not the end of the Kivells Heritage Auctions and a new site is under consideration for the years to come 
and there are often heritage items to be sold at the monthly auctions on the market sites at Holsworthy and 
Exeter. 
We thank you our customers and friends for a thoroughly enjoyable day on the 21st and look forward to the 
next time. 
We do not publish a full list of results for a “one owner” sale but if you have any queries feel free to telephone 
or e mail. 
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